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CHAPl'ER I ... 

INI'RODUCTION 

For the past five years, many individuals and organi

zations have been actively engaged in improving the mathe

matics program in the American public schools. Most of 

their efforts have been directed towards the secondary 

schools. Teachers at that level have been recipients of 

various grants to help them acquire more subject matter 

knowledge. High school curriculums have been examined by 

authorized committees which have in turn made suggestions 

for revisions. Sample textbooks have been written and 

are being tested and improved by sane of the best mathe

maticians and mathematics teachers in the country. 

While proposals for improving the program in grades 

one through six are being studied by such organizations 

as the School Mathematics Study Group, the National Council 

of Teachers of Mathematics Elementary School CUrriculum 

Committee, and the University of Illinois Co~ttee on 

School Arithmetic, very little has been ~ccomplished at 

the time of writing this thesis. 

Yet it is in these grades that the student gets his 

first formal instruction in mathematics. It is here that 
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the foundation is laid for all future study. Here the 

student develops likes and dislikes for the various branches 
, 

of learning. Both his ability and his desire to proceed 

in the study of mathematics are largely determined during 

these years in the el~ntary school. 

The Problem 

It was the purpose of this study to develop a series 

of talks to be given to elementary teachers. No atteapt 

has been made to instruct them in methods of teaching arith

metic.. Instead, the emphasis has been on giving to the 

elementary teachers an overview of the number systems, 

their properties, their limitations, and their relation

ships. 

Importance of the study 

Since the secondary teachers have been receiving 

additional instruction, it seemed that they should be the 

first to carry the attempts at improvement into the ele

mentary school. These talks have been developed in con

sideration both of the ability of the secondary teachers 

to give such and that of the elementary- teachers to under

stand them. 
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Scope of the study 

The talks were completed afte~ they had been given 

informally to the teachers of the St. John Elementary School. 

St. John, Kansas. They were written in a style which seemed 

most comprehensible to the teachers. B,oth content and 

form were modified to include answers to some questions 

which arose at that time. 

Organization 

There is a total of five talks. 

The first one is an introduction concerned with a 

justification of the talks. It includes some background 

information on who is criticizing the mathematics program, 

what those criticisms are, why it is necessary to heed 

them, what efforts are being made to meet them, and what 

part the elementary teachers have in these efforts. 

The second talk develops the set of natural numbers, 

their basic properties, and the operations which may be 

performed with them. 

The third talk is concerned with the set of positive 

rational numbers. 

In the fourth talk, consideration :Lc:: given to the 

develoIXtlent of the integers. The rationals are then defined 

in terms of the integers so that the negative rationals 

are included. 
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In the final tal1<:, the set of real numbers is devel

oped. 'Irrationals are introduced as non-repeating infinite 
, 

decimals~ The relationship of all the number systems is 

illustrated by use of the number line. 

The order c£ the development was determined by the 

order in which the number systems are introduced in the 

schools. 

Sources of data 

The principal sources of material used in the pre

paration of this thesis have been books and textbooks, 

essays', and. magazine articles. Of particular assistance 

have been the chapter on ttNurnber and Operationtl in the 

Twenty-fourth Yearlrook of the National Council of Teachers 

of Mathematics, and the book, understanding Arithmetic, 

by Robert L. Swain. 



CHA.lTER II "
 

INrRODOOTORY TALK
 

The mathematics program in the American public schools 

is under fire. The battle has been going on f or several 

years. 

Business and industry, the armed services, the col

leges and universities, research institutes, mathematics 

teachers and their fellow scientists, governmental agencies, 

the politicians, and VIr. John Q. Public, himself, are all 

levelling the charges. Everyone is in the firing squad. 

Shells fly thick and fast. 

The bullets, however, have been cast chiefly in two 

molds. The first one is that not enough young people are 

being trained in mathematics. The second one is that their 

training is not good enough. Concern for both quantity 

and quality has shaped the molds. 

The assailants make no secret of the fo~ula for 

the powder which they pour into the molds. Criticism of 

the educational aims provides one of the ingredients. 

Trying to make t"well adjustedU individuals is not enough. 

These so-called "well adjusted" individuals need to know 

something. Also, trying to educate all students by the 
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same process is the wrong approach and not really demo

cratic. Individual di£ferences in children should be , 
recognized and accepted by teachers, pupils, and parents 

ali.ke~' This country should, of course, provide equal edu

cational opportunities for all American children. It is 

flying in the face of nature to insist that those oppor

tunities must be identical. By insisting that all children 

be put through the same mill, we have not only frustrated 

and poorly equipped the below-average, provided the average 

student with a very inadequate bacl~round of this-and-that, 

but we have bored and sadly neglected the above-average 

student who is the potential mathematician. 

A second ingredient is criticism of tl~ curriculum. 

Mathematics is a live and lusty discipline. It is growing. 

A large amount of new mathematics has been created in the 

past one hundred years. Almost none of it is being intro

duced into the public schools~ The mathematics curriculum 

has remained much as it was a century ago'~' Consequently, 

high school graduates are getting no introduction to the 

new mathematics. 

Besides the courses, the content of those courses 

has been watered down and sugar-coated"until the result 

is superficial. Furthermore, it takes a student too many 

years to go through tl"le courses now considered the maximum 

of public school training. Content from courses which, 
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for a long t~e, have been considered senior high school 

material could be introduced in the junior high, where 
\. 

the present mathematics courses get repetitious and boring~· 

Many ideas not nO~l cons idered could well be introduced at 

the elementary level~ 

Another ingredient is criticism of the text books. 

Many of them have been 'tvritten by people who donlt know 

anything about mathematics. The authors and publishers 

are more concerned with catching the eye than educating 

the students. Many of the text books turn out to be mathe

matically unsound. 

Criticism of the teachers is an ingredient. The 

teachers are not well educated in mathematics. They haventt 

studied it long enough or thoroughly enough to understand 

it themselves. Consequently, they teach it as tricks and 

skills. This is not enough. 

As a result, the students have no real understanding 

either. They can do only what machines can do, and that 

not as well. It is no longer enough to be able to add, 

subtract, multiply, divide, period. The need is for people 

who know why and can tell the machine what to do and when. 

The need is for people 'tvho can solve pI'oblems which they 

have never seen before. What is even more important, they 

need to be able to recognize 'tmat a problem is~ 
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Criticism of the American way of life provides more 

explosive ingredients. vIe have failed to recognize that 

" showing a credit in mathematics on paper is not the same 

as a good, thorough, systematic study and same knowledge 

of the subject. We childishly cling to the idea that we 

can eat our cake and have it, too. 

We have made heroes of the wrong people. OUr children 

grow up thinking it is more important to be a sexy television 

Itsinger,U or a daredevil driver of a sportscar, or be ambi

dextrous with side arms than it is to be an intellectual~ 

We use very unglamourous terms to describe the latter. We 

hold our noses while we use those terms; brain, egghead, 

square. 

We are also uninterested in anything unless we can 

see an ~ediate use for it. That use largely implies 

physical use. We are. so concerned with. measuring every

thing by a material yardstick tl~t we l~ve failed to develop 

a more important but less tangible method for determining 

what is ~portant. 

These and many other lesser ingredients are all 

part of the mixture \vhich provides the explos ion~ The 

mbrture is then poured into the molds, the bullets are 

cast, and more ammunition is rushed to the firing squad. 

The barrage continues. 
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The target, the mathematics program in the American 

public sch.ools, is literally shot full of holes.
... 

No doubt the. battle is justified. Much of what is 

being said about the program has already been said by the. 

math.e.i.ll.atics teachers themselves. M3.ny of them have been 

genuinely concerned about it for years. HO\vever, what is 

done is ove-t:' It is not with the past that our salvation 

lies. Whether all of the criticisms are justified is not 

a question with which we are concerned. 

In order to avoid arguing the validity of all the 

criticisms, let.' s start with the assumption that the mathe

matics program was adequate for yester years. Does it 

necessarily follow that it Hill continue to meet future 

needs? 

Whether 't:le are aware of it or not, we have been 

undergoing a revolution. It has been described by those 

who 't'mre aware of it as being as great as any revolution 

man has ever experienced. Those who have been studying 

it have called it the Scientific Revolution. 

Like all upheavals, it' has changed conditions. .... .. 
has created new demands. It has brought ne'tv opportunities 

also. It has resulted in an altered way of life. Standards 

have changed. The old order is thrown out of gear. Before 

it is fully understood, scape.goats are sought. Charges 

are made, blame placed. 
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vlhen the smol~ settles, however, one unalterable 

fact emerges. In the new order created by the Scientific 
~ 

Revolution, mathematics has become the language for describ

ing our expanding universe and the mathematician.s are the 

authors of such descriptions. 

There is little room in this new era for the mathe

matically illiterate. The untrained laborer will have 

more and more difficulty finding work. There will be fewer 

jobs for him in the future. 

Rather, the need is developing with the speed of a 

chain reaction for the trained intellect, for the statesman 

who has an understanding of science and math.ematics, for 

more mathematics, for more people to understand and create 

more mathematics, for young people with a background ~ihich 

equips them to solve problems which haven't yet arisen. 

A tremendous effort has already been made to meet 

the demands grow·ing out of the change. 

Industry has financed and conducted examinations 

on its ovln. It has made evaluations both in view of past 

achievements and fut-ure needs. It has offered suggestions 

for improvement. 

Various government investigating committees and 

the armed services have uncovered situations. These have 

led to suggestions and demands. As a result, the govern

ment, which is the people of the United States, has spentt 
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great sums of money to supplement the training of mathe

matics teachers already in the field. 
\, 

The high schools are trying to improve their programs 

to close the gap. 

OUtstanding mathematicians and mathematics teachers 

have met in authorized groups to study needed curricular 

changes. They have been granted funds to use in writing 

sample textbooks. Some of those textbooks have already 

been tested in the classroom. They have been and are being 

re.vised~ 

Efforts are being made, both in the schools and 

through various other agencies, to seek out those students 

who are capable of being trained~ They are being enticed 

and persuaded to continue studying mathematics. Scholar

ships are growing larger and more plentiful. 

The whole public school system is being given a 

good long look. Same of the educational philosophies of 

bygone days are being re-examined and discarded. 

The first of these is that children will learn mathe

rnatics incidentally. The schools have been operating under 

a philosophy which is not even a correct grammatical state

ment. You've all heard it. tl"(·Te teach ·child.ren. n tChildrent 

is not subject matter, hence it is not the direct object 

of the s~ntence. A correct statement is, trt-Je teach mathe

matics to children." Mathematics is what is being taught, 
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itchildren t is the indirect object. Both the object and 

the indirect object are important, and consideration must, 
be given to each. The child is a human being with back

ground, inate abilities, desires, drive, all making their 

contributions to his individuality. It would be folly 

to ignore this. But it is equally foolish to think the 

child is the only problem. vfuen all is said and done, it 

must be mathematics which is taught to the child if that 

is 'tvhat he is expected to learn. 

A second philosophy which must go is that mathematics 

can be taught as a few isolated skills and tricks. The 

manipulations that a student learns to perfonn in the course 

of studying mathematics will have little value if he doesn't 

unders'l:and them. He will neither remember the tricks very 

long nor know when to use them. Hathematics is integrated, 

it has purpose and direction, patterns repeat, ideas are 

related. None of this will ever become evident to the 

student who gets it in bits. 

Another philosophy which is inadequate for present 

and future needs is that anyone trained to teach can teach 

mathematics. This is about as foolish astteaching chil 

dren t • I am not saying that a teacher should not be trained 

to teach. I am saying such training is not all that is 

needed. In fact, experience is showing that it is a very 

small factor in the success of a mathematics teacher. 
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Nmv, no teacher can possibly know all the. mathematics there 

is. But to know none at all is to fail completely. Th.e" 

fallacy in the philosophy that to teach mathematics all 

you need is training to teach has been so widely recognized 

that every effort is being made to expand the mathematical 

background of the teachers. 

Another philosophy, closely related to the ones 

just mentioned, is equally erroneous. It is, tiThe teacher 

needs to know no more mathematics than he is expecting to 

teach." More than any other philosophy, this one co~es 

closest to exposing the shallo\vuess of our education~ 

One cannot know very much. about mathe@atics until he sees 

its relationsh.ips. The public school student in his day

by-day study wontt get this overview~ He,t s too close to 

details. If the teacher doesntt have it so that he can 

point out the relationships, the child may never study 

enough mathematics to discover them. 

Also, there is the matter of leading the student. 

If the teacher is down on the level of day-to-day details, 

he isntt going to be able to ch~rt any sort of efficient 

course. He is apt to wander with the student through all 

the byways and hedges and never arrive any place. 

A final error is that mathematics can be taught 

through applications alone. Playing store or filling out 

income tax forms or writing fonnulas to express some. social 
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science relationship or natural science law are only some 

of the things that can be done ';'lith mathematics. They 
... 

are not mathematics itself and ';vill not replace a syste

matic study of the subject any more than eating food teaches 

the fundamentals of cooking •. 

vmat, then, is mathematics? It cantt be defined 

J..n a fe,;v ';vords--or perhaps many. 'ide can, hm'lever, look 

at some of its characteristics. 

It is a science. It is not a natural science in 

Hhich certain basic la,;'ls operate Vlhethcr man knm'lS vlhat 

they are or not. 11athematics is an artificial science 

:Eor it has been created in the minds of men. Hen have 

defined the elements, men have made certain laus, men have 

outlined the operations. l-!a"cheoatics is man made. Con

sequently, it is a science in which both the old and the 

ne,;v must be. studied, because both the old and ne,;;' mathe..

raatics is valid. 

l-1athematics also, tthas a triple role as a tool, a 

language, and a mode of thought.nl He are most familiar 

';'lith it as a tool. Its applications arc many and varied. 

Business, industry, and the social sciences apply it in 

lStm·;art Scott Cairns, tlNathematical Education and 
the Scientific Revolution,tl lwthematics 7cacher, (February, 
1960), pp. 66, 67. 
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such a diversity of ""lays that it "is a matter of astonish

ment to professional mathematicians. t12 
\, 

As a language, it describes the world in which we 

live, both mentally and physically. As a way of thinking, 

it reaches necessary conclusions in a logical way. 

It is to @atl~matics as a way of thiru~ing that we 

will give further consideration~ 

}bthematical ideas present the~selves to a child even 

before he starts to school~ His first eA~eriences in kind.er

garten and the early grades are related to "'vhat he has 

already discovered. Because mathematics is sequential, 

those early ideas are the foundation for all further study. 

Their importance cannot be overestimated. His success in 

those years will have a direct effect on his attitude towards 

mathematics and his desire and ability to continue his study. 

As has been said, the mathematics program in the 

public schools needs improving. It can't all be done at 

anyone level. It takes Dvelve years to get a student ready 

for college mathematics. If we are to improve the program 

and equip the student in more able fashion, we must begin 

before his last four years. We must begin at the beginning~ 

Much is being planned to improve the elementary mathe

matics program. Nev; text books are being prepared by those 

2 Ibid. 
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who understand mathematics. The ~vhole curriculum is being 

scrUtinized. Some changes are Ujust around the corner tt 
• 

... 
1/.eanwhile, it seems well to take one of those long 

looks at what it is we are ~ll trying to teach. We each 

work in our own grade or department. We are apt to forget 

that what we are all dealing with is part of one system. 

Finally, this is no attempt to tell you how to teach 

arithmetic. This is an attempt to help you see arithmetic 

as it is related to the whole structure which is called 

mathematics. 
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CHAPTER III \, 

SECOND TALK 

The beginning of numbers pre-dates recorded history 

so that any attempt to reconstruct the origin involves a 

lot of guessing. T\vo guesses, however, can be made with 

confidence. The inception was very early, perhaps even 

before man learned to speak. Horeover, it vlaS a result. 

It was the consequence of m~nfs effort to meet certain needs 

as they arose in his develo~~cnt. 

It is thought that prir..'litive man learned early to 

group together objects \vhich had some quality in cou~on. 

Undoubtedly he gathered each day those objects which he 

could eat. Of the edibles, he selected, if only in his 

mom mind, those which he enjoyed eating. The acts \vhich 

he Qust perform to insure life and protection for hinself 

and his family vlCre re.cognize.d. Frie.ndly animals were 

members of a special class. All those objects \vhich ".)e

longed to him comprised one of the most important sets of 

all~ 

This idea of group, collection, class, herd, set 

was undoubtedly b~sic in the thiru~ing of primitive man. 

Some characteristic which certain elements had in common 
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determined whether they could be thought of simultaneously 

as a unit. If an object possessed that characte~istic, 

then it was a wember of the set. If 'it did not possess 

that characteristic, then it Has not an element of the set. 

For exaraple, cons ide1.~ all the -cribes-1;'lOmen \vho wade up the 

set of a man's 'Hives. Bither a tribes-woman vIas one of 

his vIives, or she Has not. If she 'Has, then she was a mem

ber vi the set. If she was not, then she '\vas not a member 

of the set. 

A set didn't need to be composed of material elements. 

The ele8ents could be sensations, ideas, e~otions, as well. 

Likewise, they need not be grouped in space. The 

collection of all th.ose people wh.o '\ve~e friendly to a man 

could be thought of simultaneously as a unit even though 

they 'Vlere not brough-c together in one meeting place. The 

days on which the v7eather Has cold could be classed together, 

although they \Vere sca-c-cered throughout 'che year, or many 

years. 

The formation of a set, then, 'Has a mental process. 

If primitive man \vanted to describe the collection 

under consideration, he could use either of DvO methods. 

One consisted of naming, whether by ge&ture, drffiving, or 

sound, the elements. The equipment Hhich he 'cook with him. 

when he left his dwelling in the ~orning could be listed; 

his club, his knife, his dog. A second vlay '\vas to describe 
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the members of the group. This could be done very s~ply 

in his mind. All those people who could be counted on to 
~ 

defend the threatened village from ferocious animals or 

warring tribes constituted a very important set. A second 

such might be those who would run and hide~ 

The grouping of elements having some cammon charac

teristic into a set is basic in the structure of mathematics. 

A second mathematical concept developed equally early 

from manfs need to know 'how manyf. 

vlhen the shepherd took his small flock of sheep to 

graze in the early morn, he needed a method of determining 

if all the sheep rewl"'ned 'with him in the evening. He pro

bably used a simple method; a finger, a sheep. In the eve

ning, :i.£ a finger was left over, >chen he kne~., a sheep had 

failed to re·hu~n and must be sought. 

As the size of the herd increased, fingers and also 

toes, were exhausted too soon. The shepherd devised other 

methods. In the morning for each sheep going out, he put 

a pebble on the pile; in the evening, for each sheep back, 

he took a pebble off the pile. Later, for each sheep out 

he made a notch on a stick or tied a knot in a string~ 

This setting up of a one-to-one correspondence between 

the sheep and the pebbles was a pOvlerfu 1 idea. Even before 

primitive man could speak or count, he arrived at a comparison 

of the size of sets by putting their elements into a 000
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to-one correspondence. F'or if the members of the herd could 

be SO related to the pebbles in the pile, the shepherd knew 

that the size of the flock matcl~d the " thow many' of pebbles 

in the pile. 

If the set of his wives, the set of his spears, the 

set of earthen pots in his dwelling, and the set of fur 

garments in his wardrobe could be put into one-to-one cor

respondence with the fingers on one hand, he came to recog

nize that the size of the sets matched. They shared a quality, 

their size or Itmanynessit which, by mathematicians, is called 

their cardinality. 

A man's fingers made handy basic sets with which to 

compare other sets. The next step, then, "vas to attach a 

label or tag to all the basic sets. The labels could then 

be used to name the size of those sets whose elements could 

be set into one-to-one correspondence with the standard 

sized sets. 

The labels may have been marks traced in the sand; 

they may have been motions of the fingers or head; they may 

have been grunts or other odd sounds or words. v7h.a.tever 

form they took, they were the names denoting the manyness 

or cardinality of the sets nnd have bee~ called numerals by 

the mathematicians. l.Tumerals, then, are simply the names 

or symbols expressing nummer ideas. 
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The idea of an empty set, though not given a label 

until much later, was recognized. If our pr~itive friend, 
, 

for example, had the misfortune to have no sons, then the 

set of all his sons was an empty set. 

Other concepts developed. 

If a shepherd had only black sheep in his flock, 

then the set of all his sheep was identical to the set of 

all his black sheep. The same label could be attached to 

the size of each herd. If, however, his flock included 

some white sheep also, then the set of black sheep was a 

subset of all his sheep. Here the label used to name the 

size of his whole flock could not be the same as the one 

he used for the set of black sheep. 

It is thought that man early recognized :'more than' 

.and 'less than'. In the instance described above, he could 

recognize that the subset of black sheep was not only not 

the same size, but 'less than' the set of all his sheep. 

It would have been possible to go on indefinitely 

matching sets with the basic or standard sized sets and 

attaching labels there-to. No one knows how long such a 

system was used. Hm-lever, as man became avlare of unequi

valent sets and the need for different.tags or numerals, 

he found it convenient to introduce some order. 

He found that he could use the idea of unequal sets, 

and make an ordered sequence where each set could be put 
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into one-to-one correspondence with the preceding set, with 

one element left over. This 'and one more' could go on 

and on. The arrangement of non-matching sets in order of 

'one more' was more advantageous than the old random matching 

of sets 'tl7ith standard sized sets. The ordered sequence. of 

the. cardinals is called the ordinals. 

From matching equivalent sets to comparing unequi

valent sets to arranging unequivalent sets in an ordered 

sequence, he had reached a great achievement. Man had learned 

to count. 

Each attairunent, hOvlever, in man's development has 

been accompanied by new difficulties. 

Now he was faced with a different problem. He could 

perceive the difference in the size of sets, so he reali~ed, 

by whatever name he called it, 1manyness' or cardinality. 

He could arrange sets in order so he had a co nception of 

ordinality. NoW the labels, the names, the numerals which 

eA~ressed these ideas demanded at~ention. Undoubtedly at 

first the numerals were gestures or marks traced in the 

sand. Random words were adopted, a different word for each 

sized set. 

When life was simple and posses~ions few, such a 

system served very well. Man could invoice his assets with

out counting very far. Eventually such a system became 

cumbersome. Introducing a different word or symbol for 
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each number idea taxed the early vocabularies and required 

memorizing many new numerals o 

" 
The system man emvloyed to relieve this new difficulty 

was very convenient. If he \Vas using his fingers with which 

to count, thel~ one object called for one finger; two objects, 

two fingers; ••• , five objects, five fingers or one hand; 

six objects, one hand and one finger; ••• , eleven objects, 

two hands and one finger. 

He was using a base of five \"hich seems, along with 

a base of ten, to have been employed quite early. 

Other bases have been and still are being used by 

various peoples. ~,1h.ile the Egyptians and Romans used ten 

as a base, twenty was used by the l1ayas, and sih~y by the 

Babylonians. Two \'las used by primitive Australian tribes 

and even yet by the latest high speed computers. 

Having learned to employ a base in counting, man 

now needed fewer words or symbols in numeration. To the 

idea of base he annexed the idea of adding on. In the Roman 

system, for exarnple, a V rep-.cesented the idea of five, and 

an I the idea of one. The idea of seven which is five and 

one more and one more could then be written VII. The numeral 

conveyed the idea of V and I and I. 

The notions of a base and adding on simplified the 

numeration process. Even so, as flocks enlarged, population 

increased, and w'ealth accumulated, more and more symbols 
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were needed. It became so difficult to e},.rpress and handle 

large number ideas that only a specialist was equal to the 

task. \, 

Man then discovered that he. needed fewer symbols 

if he was careful as to their placement. Combining the 

ideas of base, adding on, and placement resulted in a numera

tion system that was relatively simple, concise, and adequate 

for the size ideas vlhich he needed to express. 

The numeration system which 't'le use ll1akes use of the 

three concepts. It is called the Hindu-Arabic system. 

The. Hindus, and perhaps others, Here responsible for its 

origin but it was introduced into Europe sometime before 

800 A.D. by the .~abs. 

The system emDloys ten symbols, is positional, and 

additive. One of the ten sym.bols is zero, the label for 

the empty se-'c. The whole organization has proved to be so 

adequate and versatile that it gives every indication of 

carrying us to infinity--and beyond, V7ith an indebtedness 

so large that to express even the interest would have been 

beyond the ability of the early systems of numeration. 

Hindu-Arabic numeration made it possible for man to 

count as far as necessary. Each numeral was followed by 

a numeral representing one more and preceded by a nUueral 

representing one less, excepting one. The n~~eral one repre

sented the first of the counting or natural numbers. 
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l""..an found that counting numbers were very useful. 

Suppose a shepherd had five sheep in one pen and 

three sh~ep in another pen. H~ d~cid-ed to put them in the 

same p~n. So he moved the five into the pen with the three 

she~p and counted the result. H~ had eight sheep. 

Another day, how~ver, he decided it would be more 

simple to move the three sh~ep into th~ pen with the five 

sheep. When he counted th~ result h~ had eight sheep. 

Five sheep and three sheep is equal to three sheep 

and five sheep. The order of combining the sets didnft 

make any difference in the total (5 + 3) = (3 + 5). 

'\.J'ith eight sheep nOvl in the pen, he decided to move 

in four more. \·rnen he count:ed -the :cesult, he had tvle.lve 

sheep. Next time, he grouped ther.l in a different way • 

He moved tl~ three sheep into a pen with four, and counted 

the result, seven sheep. Then he moved the seven into the 

pen \\lith t:he five. The final count totale.d twelve. He 

thought over the result. Five and three more made eight 

sheepe Eight sheep and four more, and he had twelve sheep. 
, 

On the other hand, five. sheep and the result of putting 

the three and four together first still resulted in twelve 

sheep. (5 + 3) + 4 = 5 + (3 + 4). 

And±r..er idea emerged. A set of seven sticks and a 

set of two sticks, six sticl~ and thre.e. more, or five. sticks 

increased by four, all resulted in the same sized set of 

nine st icks • 

---- - -------------------------~ 
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Suppose, instead, that our shepherd ~7as a hunter 

with a set of seven spears. His least, favorite brother

in-law promised to settle an old obligation by paying him 

the set of all the brother-in-law's spears. He learned 

to his sorrow that he still had a set of seven spears, s~nce 

the. set of said brother-in-law's spears was an empty set. 

Another interesting property of the counting numbers 

became apparent. No matter how many subsets of varying 

numbers of elements were joined together, the number of 

elements in the set created could always be expressed by 

one of the counting numbers o 

Somet~~es, however, man suffered reverses. 

If he had seven arrows and lost three, hm'1 many 

remained? Or, suppose he had seven arrows and his enemy 

had only three. -qm'1 much better armed was he than his 

enemy? If he left his dwelling in the morning armed with 

seven arrows and returned in the evening with only three, 

how many had he lost during the day? Final+y, if he had 

a set of three arrows and needed ten to be adequately armed, 

how many more arrm-lS did he need? 

Counting still provided the answer for these important 

problems, but the approach was different. 

He found also that "the order of 'taking away' made. 

a ~ot of difference. vnlereas two arrows united to three 

was identical to three arrO~7S united to two, five arrow's 
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take a~vay three arrows was not ·che same as three arrows 

take away five.. In fact, the latter operation didntt make 
~ 

any sense. If he had only three arrows to begin with, he 

certainly couldntt go to the forest and lose five arrows. 

This take-away business ~vas tricky. Sometimes, he 

couldntt perform the operation. Hhen he could, it could 

be explained lilre this. If three sheep are in a pen and' 

he put four more sheep in the s~ne pen, the resulting group 

numbers seven. If from the seven sheep, he took mvay four, 

he. was back to three sheep again. 

Bringing sets together and taking sets apart were 

operations lilce building a man:s dwelling and tearing it 

dO'Yffi again, like hunting and being hunted, liJce daylight 

and dark. 

A short-cut emerged. 

It was found that i£ a set of three stones, another 

set of three stones, a third set of three stones and yet 

a fourth set of three stones were united into one set and 

counted, that the same result could be obtained by another 

method. Taking the number of elements in one set times 

the total number of sets was quicker. It couldntt always 

be used, the sets must each contain the same number of 

elements. 

This new process, besides being more convenient, 

developed some characteristics on which man could depend. 
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Four sets of three knives each was equivalent to 

three sets of four knives each. In either case, the result 
\, 

tvas tvlelve l~nives. (3 x Llo) = (4 x 3). T\vo such sets of 

tvlelve knives each gave a set with t'\venty-four knives. Yet, 

three sets of "!:vlO knives each gave a set of six knives. 

Four of those sets resulted in a set of blenty-four knives. 

The manner of grouping didntt disturb the answer. (4 x 3) 

x 2 = 4 x (3 x 2). Besides, it all made sense. The result 

was altvays a counting Ul.1Inber. 

The short-cut operation worked vlith the empty set, 

too. Three empty sets resulted in an empty set. OUr friend 

had already discovered that 1£ his niserly neighbor had 

many choice collections of three knives each, but gave 

him none of these, he would have no knives. (3 x 0) = 
o = (0 x 3). 

One came in for further consideration. }~n had 

ong considered it the first of the counting numbers. 

Now, he discovered aa additional property. He found that 

three sets of one coin each resulted in a new collection 

of three coins. On the other hand, one set of three coins 

remained a set of three coins. (3 x 1) = 3 = (1 x 3). 

A combination of ty,O operations ~as the most mar

velous of all. OUr ancestor learned that three sets of 

two bricks each joined to three sets of five bricks each 

resulted in a super set of t\"enty-one bricks. Yet he arrived 
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at the. same. result if he joined a se~c of two bricl~s to 

a set of five bricks, making a stack of seven bricks. 
\, 

Three	 such stacks totaled twenty-one bricks also. (3 x 2) 

+	 (3 x 5) =3(2 + 5). 

There was the reverse story here, also. 

Suppose a man had fourteen very special sheep and 

he wished to separate them into pairs. To how many of 

his children could he give a pair? Or perhaps it was the 

question of giving each of his "Divo children an equal number 

of sheep. 

He could solve each probiem by repeated take-away. 

Also, he found that he could relate it to the 'times,' process. 

If two sets of seven elements gave a set of fourteen ele

ments, then fourteen elements could be separated into two 

sets of seven el~entse 

This process, finding how many groups of so many 

elements each the set could be separated into, had lL~its. 

For one, he couldntJc reverse the order. Fourteen elements 

could be separated into two sets of seven elements each, 

but two couldn't be separated into fourteen sets of seven 

elements each. 14: 2 I 2 ~ 14. 

A collection of five earthen pots could be made 

into five different collections of one pot each or rema~n 

one. collection of five pots. But hmv many sets of no pots 

each could he form? 
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The last operation had other limits. Fi£teen live 

sheep could be apportioned ~nong three people, but how 
\. . .

about four people? Then there "\V'as the questlon concernlng 

Hhat a father did i£ he. had two equally deserving sons 

and only one sheep to give them. 

I,Jan had no-c yet found all the anS\vc.rs. 

Great strides he had made, however. He had learned 

to count. He had a nu~eration system, and he had certain 

operations which he could perform with his counting nu~bers. 

These achievements were the results over many centuries 

of meeting his needs as they arose. 

The mathematician looked over all the achievements 

and said, "'We aren't concerned in nathematics \-lith whether 

"tve,~re dealing \'lith sheep, arrows, people or v7hat have you. 

OUr concern is the fra..~e"\·JOrk. vIe want to examine the e:l..e

ments to see hov7 v7e can operate with them and to detel.""ffiine 

what properties "\'7i11 be present. ll 

aUe '11 begin \'lith ~che idea of sets, one-to-one cor

respondence, and the set of na-tural numbers. These we will 

not attempt to define since we must begin scraeplace. By 

the elemerrts of a set we mean the members. Zero is the 

number of elements in the empty set. tt 

"0ne is the first number in the natural numbers. 

Each one which folloHs is one more. There is no stopping 

trplace. 
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l~'le have DVO ope.rations Hhich y.7G. can always perform 

I'lith the set of na~cural ntllubers .Ii 
~ 

'~he first of these, the bringing together of the 

elements of two or Dore subsets into one set and counting 

the elements, we'll call addition. The reallt of addition 

wetll call the sum, and the syrabol for addition will be a 

small crOGs. Since 'lITe can always find the sum in our set 

of natural nmnbers, 'we Z 11 nar.:u'? th.<lt properJcy closure. The 

order of addition cloesn 1 t matter; that is, 2 + 3 =3 + 2. 

The property of order we:ll call coounutativity. Grouping 

in addition won:t affect the result. 'I'\vo added to three, 

then added to six is equal -co two added to the sum of three 

and su:. That property wetll call associativity. (2 + 3) 

+ 6 =2 + (3 + 6)~ Wetll call zero the identity element 

because adding zero to any natural number does not change 

the identity of that number. t1 

HThe inverse of addi"i:ion ';lC t 11 call sub-l:raction and 

define it in terms of addition. One number subtracted fram 

a second equals a third number i£, and only i£, the sum 

of t:'le third and first r'J.Un1bers equals Jche second. The. 

symbol for subtraction will be a small line. The result 

of subtracJcion He'll call the difference. 7 - 3 = 4 if, 

and only if, 4 + 3 := 7. There is no closure under subtrac

tion since we cannot abvays find a solution in our set of 

natural numbers. 7 - 3 =4 but 3 - 7 has no solution in the 

natural numbers. II 
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t~he second operation we'll define as repeated addi

tion where all the sets to be added are of the s~ae size. 
, 

This operation we'll call multiplication and the result 

of the operation ~ye'll call the product. The symbol for 

mUltiplication will be a smali x. The product of two natural 

numbers is a natural number which is the property of closure. 

Order in multiplication doesn't affect the product. That 

is the property of commutativity and can be illustrated 

thus; (2 x 3) ::: ( 3 x 2). Associativity, which has to do 

with grouping, is also preserrt. Multiplying two numbers 

together and their p:coduct by the third leads to the same 

result as multiplying the first by the product of the second 

and third Since any natural number Qultiplied by one equalso 

the natural nur~ber, we'll call one the multiplicative iden

tity.lt 

UA combination of multiplication over addition, that 

is, the. product of one number and the sum of two numbers, 

is equivalent to the sum of the products of the. first number 

and each of the two numbers of the sum~· 2 x (3 + 4) ::: 

(2 x 3) + (2 x 4). This we 1 11 n~ue distributive property 

of muh::iplication over addition. II 

ttThe inverse of multiplication ~;r~ tll call division 

and we'll define it in terns of multiplication. One number 

divided by a second equals a third if, and only if, thz 

product of the second and third nUI:Llbers is equal to the 
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first. The synbol for division is a short line with a 

dot abov~ and b~low it. An ~xampl~ of th~ definition of 
~ 

division can b~ stat~d. SL~ divided by three equals bvo 

j£, and only if, tvl0 t:L.-nes three equals six. T'n.e. result 

of division is called the quotient. Th.is inverse opera

tion does not possess closure. Five divided by three is 

equal to what? Three divided by six is equal to what? 

Neither quotient can be found in the set of natural nurubers. tt 

U~ivision by zero is never possible because under 

the definition, the quotien"c cannot be deterrained. six 

divided by zero is not equal to zero because zero times 

zero does not cqual six. Sb: divided by zero is not ~qual 

to six be.cause ze.ro times six doe.s not equal six. The. 

result of dividing ze.ro by zero is not defined either, 

since zero times any rrumb~T is equal to zero. Zero divided 

by zero equals what? So division by zcro is nev~r possibl~.n 

ltN~7, so that we won~t be limited to particular 

natural numb~rs, we:ll gener31ize by using letters to de

note any natural numbers. 'f 11 add a :::e'i1 more symbols 

to speed the writing. The total result, a mathematical 

st:cucture, we can th.en state very concisely.lt 

This is what the mathematician means by mathematics. 
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Sets--Dndefined
 
Elemcnts--l'!cnoers oi a set
 

One-to-one correspondence--Undefined
-------r 
liJurr.erati~~ countin~ (order) (size. ) 

Natural nutTlbcrs o is tag 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ••• for empty set 

I 
Operations 

Adcl.ition 

nU... )+nCB)= 
n(A + B) 

"V 

properties 

1.	 Closure; 
a + b = x 
If a & bare 
nat:ural 
nUElbers. x 
also nat. no. 

2.	 0 additive 
idel1ti.!cy ele
ment 
a + 0 = a 

3.	 C O'~'1i.:"l'L~\. t: 2. Jc i V8 

a o{- b = b -:- a 
L~. Associc.tive 

a -I- (b -:- c) = 
(a -:- b) -:- c 
Distri~utive 
a(t + c) = ab 

Hultiplication 

Ca • b)
b-:-b+b+ 
••• for tat 
tcrr~s if tat 
represents a 
Nc.tu;..~al no. 

1. Closure 
a • b = x r
Ii a &. baTe 2 • 
rIa"I:. nos. -theI1 
x is also nat~ 

2.	 NulJ.::iplicativc 

iclcntiJcy 1 3. 
a • 1 = a 

3.	 C or::mmt a "I: i ve. 
ab = ba 

4.	 Associative 
aCbc) = (ab)c 

3asic properties 

7 
1 No closureJ.... 

Operation 
limited to 
a greater 
than b 

-:- ac 

~ 
1. No Closure 

a -: 1 = a 
because 
a . 1 = a 

Division by 
zero. not possible 

Subtraction 

a - b = c 
if & only if 
c + b = a 

Division 

a.;.b=c 
if and only if 
c • b = a 
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CHAPI'ER IV \, 

THIRD TALK 

Wnatever else may be nC1v under the sun, fractions 

are not. 

One of the oldest mathematical documents in ex~s

~""tence today is an Egyptian papyrus called the Rhind. ,.i..l. 

was written sometirne bet,oleen 1788 and 1580 B. C. by Ahmes. 

He acknmvledged havin~ copied it from an older document 

dating back to 1849 B. C. There is supposition that the 

older document may also have been a copy but that has 

never been verified ther that supposition is evere 

confirwed, the Rhind papyrus gives enough evider~e to 

prove that Egyptian mathematics had reached a considerable 

degree of usability. 

A problem in the papyr.rs is ttthe making of loaves 

9 for men 10tt. The actual solution of the problem is not 

shown but the result is given and proved. The ~aportant 

inf ormation 'co be gained from a study of the problem and 

others in the papyrus is -that the Egyptians by 2000 B. c. 

"vere able. to work "iVith fractions. 

TheiT meth.ods were not so simple. They could oper

ate only with unit fractions, those with a numerator of 

one. Excepting 2/3s, every fraction used by the Egyptians 
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had ~co be expressed as the SUr:1 of a series of fractions, 

having one in the numerator. For exaraple, 3/4 was w.citten 
... 

~?i (they did not use a plus sign between). The fraction 

2/61 was expressed as l/40, ~/244, 1/488, 1/610. 

Unit fractions corrtinuecl in use even under Greek 

mathematicians. i-':.rchemedes ,;vrote L t for 3/4.. However, 

the later Greeks developed a religious atti'cude to\Jards 

Uunitytt. It became for thera a Diety symbol and. so they 

'I:.vere disinclined 'co t8.ke par-l:s of a unit. For thEd: reason, 

the Greeks largely ignored the partitive interpretation 

of a fraction and treated only ratios of natural numbers. 

With the counting nu~bcrs, IT~n had already discovered 

one Hay to express -the comparison of two sets. If one 

man had a set of two spears ';vhile his neighbor ha.d a set 

of five, his neighbor:~s set then included three more spears 

than his own. This was an absolute comparison. It was 

accomplished by the inverse opera-cion of addition, that 

of subtraction. 

The Greeks eillphasized a second way of comparing 

DvO sets. 

If one Greek master ovned six slaves, and a second 

0\-T.:12d two, 'che comparison could be expre...ssed as six to 

DVO, or 6/2. The fi~cst o,;vuer had three times as many slaves 

as the second. But i£ the first ovmer had six slaves and 

and the second one had seven, then the relation bebveen 
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the DvO sets \'laS expl~esGed as the ra>cio of six to seven, 

or 6/7. The set of slaves of the first owner vlaS 6/7s 
... 

of that of the second. 

HOHever, 6/7 Has not a natural number. It \Vas a 

new' number, a frac,tion. The Gr:::eks emphasized the. inter

pretation of the fraction as that of a ratio; 

There are 'two 0'l:~1Cr inte.l~preca>cions of fractions 

which are important to consider. One of those is the idea 

of partition. Nan 'Has early concerned with thoH much t • 

If our citizen ':'7as a man of substance and decided 

to divide his wealth equally into five bags, each bag would 

contain 1/5 of his wealth. uppose he decided to give 

bolO of these bags to his eldesJc son. His son received 

two 1/5ths or 2/5ths of the total wealth. 

The 2/5ths could also be regarded as 1/5 of two 

units. Suppose our rich friend had his vlealth in the fo-.ero 

of gold coins and jewels, the total value of the coins 

being equal to that of the je'tvels. He divided his coins 

inJco five bags equally.. ~ach bag then held 1/5 of his 

coiro uealth. The jevlCls he divided equally into five por

tions, each portion being 1/5 of his \'lealth in jewels. 

Then suppose he gave his son one bag of jewels and one 

bag of coins. In short the son uas being given 1/5 of 

bvo different units. The son received the equivalent of 

2/5 of hisfat:herts \'lealth in coins, or 2/5 of his ::.;lther ts 

wealth in jewels. 
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'l'vlo-fifths in the first example named the number 

property of a set of DvO eleme.nts each of which was 1/5 

of a unit. Two fifths in the second~case could be. regarded 

as 1/5 of UvO units. 

The third inte.rpretation of a fraction is that of 

division. A se.t of SL~ elements could be very nicely di

vided by a set of two clements under the natural numbers. 

The re.sult \,ms thre.e sets of two eleme.nts each. But six 

elements divided by five. ele.ments or six divided by seven 

had no solution in that number system. With fractions, 

six divided by five. He can e:{press as 6/5, and six divided 

by se.ven as 6/7. Since division by ze.ro Has ruled out 

under the natural numbers, vle can never have. a denominator 

of zero. 

The elementary student is int~oduced to all three 

inte.rpretations: ratios, partition, and division. Each 

is expressed by the same symbolism. A pair of natural 

n~1.bers is used. 'I'he one \v.ci-tten belmv the line is called 

the denor:t~nator. The other -natural number, ~'rritten above 

the line, is called the nune.rator. Tne order of \vriting 

the two numbers is very important for 2/3 is not equal 

to 3/2. 

-ut what does the s-tudent mean by the. equality of 

-two fractions? He usually gains an idea by considering 

~~~e unit such as a freshly baked pie of his favorite flavor. 

-
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the pie is cut into two equal parts, then each piece 

~s one-half of the pie. Suppose tha~c on<?-half is to be 
~ 

th<? stud~ntts share. He may, of course, eat his share at 

this time. If, howevc~, he restrains hi.-nsel£, the story 

grows more interesting. A second equal division of the 

pie reeults in four equal portions, each on<? being *of 

the whole pie. The student ~ s shar<? is 'Cv70 tths of the 

pie. Now if he cate his 2/4ths, he will be devouring the 

same amount of pie as he would hav<? eaten when his share 

was one-half of the pieo Evid<?ntly one-half is equal to 

2/4. Should th<? student be p~ticularly well disciplined 

so that he Hill IE rmit on<=; wo:.~e cutting of the pie before 

his feast, and it is divided into eight equal portions, 

his ~ or 2/4 becomes four 1/8ths or 4j8ths of the pie. 

By n~v the pie is mutilated and the student's patien~e 

has been tried b<?yond the breaking poin~c. It is high time 

that he eats his 4/8ths and considers the results. ~ = 

2/4 =4/8. If he looks at the e.quality, he can see that 

2/4 can be arrived at by slluply multiplying the natural 

number, one, in the nu.""'D.erator by~wo and natural numb2r, 

tHO, in the denominator by UlO. He thereby arrives at 

2/4.t:hs v7hich he knows from his expe. rience. ~'7ith the pie 

is e.qual to one-hall. ~·iha·t about 2/4 and 4/8? :t-:.;re again 

he can arrive at the second fraction by multiplying ~:~ 

numerator and denominator of the first fraction by two. 

-,,----
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Hh.y does it 'Hork? Hell, when he multiplies botL 

numerator and denominator by the saue amount, he is really 
~ 

mUltiplYll~ the whole fraction by one, since 2/2 = 1. He 

learned with the natural numbers that one v7as the multipli

cative identity because multiplication by it did not change 

the identity of the number being multiplied. It would 

seem that the fractions also contain a multiplicative iden

tity element. 

If the si.."Udent examines th.:.: equality again but in 

reverse, 4/8 = 2/4 1/2, he can see that he will arrive 

at the 2/4ths from t 4/8ths by dividing both the numerator 

and denominatoj:.~ by ',:\\70 

This idea can be more fully developed when we are 

ready to consid~r multiplication of fractions. Meanwhile, 

'V7e have arrived at a very :i.mportcS.n-c rule Hhich sums up 

the process. If the numerator and the denominator of any 

fraction are multiplied by (or divided by) the s~ue numbar, 

the resulting fraction is equivalent to the original frac

tion. 

Since the student has already seen the equivalence 

of 1/2, 2/4, 4/8, and the process by which he arLived at 

equivalent fractions, he knows that 1/2, 2/4, 4/8 are dif

ferent names for the saoe num.ber idea. This repeats a 

concept developed ~ier \vith the naJcural numbers. ':';'U.Si: 

as (6 + 2), (7 + 1), (5 + 3), and 8 are labels for the 
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same number idea in the natural nu~bers, so 1/2, 2/4, 3/6, 

:/8. 5/10, ••• are different labels for the same fraction. 

This set of fractions constitutes wh~t is called, for very 

obvious reasons, an equivalence class. 

The question also arises about the inequality of 

fractions. Is one fTaction greCl:ter than another? If so, 

hmy can you tell uhich is larger? 

Consider 2/3 and 3/4. To deterra.ine if they are 

equivalent, let f s change them. so they 'l;yill have the SClme 

denominat ors • 2/3 = L:.j /9 =8/12. 3/4 = 6/8 = 9/12. 

\'fuich is greater, eight 1/12ths or nine 1/12ths? Tnere 

is an order in fractions, a 'greater than t relationship 

just as there was in the natural numbers. 

The pattern begins to be apparent. lillving found 

a new number idea, and ving determined when two such 

numbers are e.qual or unequal, can 'l;V'e perform the same opera

tions as with the na'cural ITJffibers? 

,~'
~ractions can be added. 

Since the pie has disappeared and the whole idea 

of more pie probably doesn tt sound too attractive at this 

t~u~, letfs consider a strip of paper. 

Suppose we fold the strip into three equal portions 

and cut the paper on the folded lines. 1/3 of the strip 

added to 1/3 gives tlV'o 1/3rds or 2/3rds of the. vlhole strip. 

Suppose, hOvlevcr, 'tV'e vlant to add 1/3 to 1/2. L2t t s take 

-.- 
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a second strip of paper, fold i'c in-to tHO equal parts and 

cut along the folded lia\:;. can add 1/3 and 1 j2 by laying 
\. 

the ty,O side by side. The sum is 1/3 + 1/2 and can be 

expressed if we are not too ispatient. However, such a 

tag would soon get borin~ to use. wefd like to express 

the sum as one fraction and that we can do if wetll use 

what we know about equivalence classes. 1/3 = 2/6 = 3/9 = 
4/12•••• 1/2 = 2/4 = 3/6 = [:.j • •• 

Suppose we start ,vitl1 't\>Jo fresh strips of paper. 

tfs fold each so it is divided into sixths and cut on 

the folds. One third eq to 2/6 so wetll use two 

1/6ths of the first strip. one-half is equal to 3/6 so 

"le f 11 use three 1/6'chs of the second. \·Jl12il "le place them 

togethcr and count the resulJc, we find that we havc five 

1/6ths v7hich is 5/6t Five sixths is much more convenient• 

than (1/2 + 1/3). 

The addition of Jcwo fractions results in a fraction, 

so we have closure. 1/2 + 1/3 =1/3 + 1/2. The c~~Bu~ative 

l~v regard~ng order is in operation. The associative law 

is good; 1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 will yield the smae fraction whether 

the sum of 1/2 and 1/3, namely 5/6, is added to 1/4; or 

whether 1/2 is added to 'the sum of 1/3.and 1/4. The result 

in each instance is 13/12. 

Thirteen u.velf'chs is significant if we think of 

13/12 as equal to 12 + 1 "lhich in turn is equal to 12/12 + 
~-.z-
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1/12. ~velve bveifths are equal to one, so 12/12 + 1/12 = 

1 + 1/12 = 1 1/12. 

Five and 7/8 added to 7 3/8 ='12 and 10/8 = 12 + 

8/8 + 2/8 =12 + 1 + 2/8 = 13 + 1/4 = 13i. Here the 2/8ths 

was reduced to 1/4th by using the idea of equivalence classes. 

Seven over zero has no meaning, since division by 

zero is undefined. But 0/7 s meaning. No 1/7ths =zero; 

or 0 + 7 = 0, because 0 x 7 = OG Using either interpreta

tion, 5/7 + 0/7 = 5/7.. Zero in the numerator over any 

denominator not zero is t new additive idenJciJcy since. 

adding it to a fraction does not change the identity of 

the fraction to '\;-;rhich it:. is added. 

Subtraction is again defined in te1."'ffiS of addition~ 

One third subtracted fron oue half is equal to 1/6 i£ and 

only if 1/6 + 1/3 = :1 To perform the operation, e.quiva2~ 

lence. classes again make it easier. 1/2 - 1/3 =3/6 - 2/6 

=1/60 Just as addition can be thought of as a bringing 

toget·-.::r, so subtraction can be thought of as a t:ake.-away 

procedure. If from 1/2 of a c2.ndy bar, He wish to subJcract 

i/3, the best method is to divide the candy bar into six 

equa:" parts to begin \lith. One-half is three 1/6ths, 1/3 

is D-;rO 1/6ths. If 2/6 is taken a-r.·my frcxn 3/6, 1/6 of tl-..c 

candy bar remains~ 

SUbtraction is still a limited process. 1/2 - 1/3 

has meaning, since 1/2 is greater ·cb.an 1/3. Three sixths 
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is greater than 2/6. ut 1/3 - 1/2 is not an operation 

we can	 perform with the fractions as we now know them. 

t~t about multiplication? \, 

The approach "i\TC used to describe the multiplication 

of natural numbers as repeated addition doesntt ta~~ us 

very far vlith. fractions. HOI-lever, i-c does serve as a starter. 

If a board is sC)wed into five shorJcer boards of 

equal length, each board is 1/5th of the original. Th~ee 

times 1/5 is equal to 1/5 .:- 1/5 + 1/5 = 3/5. One fifth 

times three, sometimes SpoK of as 1/5 of three, can be 

regarded as Jchree boards, each divided in-to five equal 

parts. One. fifth of three boards vlOuld be 1/5 of the first 

plus 1/5 of the second plus 1/5 of the third, or 3/5 of 

one board. 

Patterns can be seen if multiplication of fractions 

is approached fror:l m.ultiplication of natural numbers. 

4 x 4 = 16, 2 x 4 = 8, 1 x 4 = l~, 1/2 x 4 = 2, l/l} X 4 = 1. 

Also, 4 x 3/L} = 3, 2 X 3/L~ = 6/l ... or 3/2, 1 ~:: 3/4 = 3/4, 

1/2 x 3/4 = 3/8, 1/4. x 3/t ;- = 3/16. In each instance, as 

the n~~er being multiplied was divided by 2, the product 

was likcvJise divided 0'.,/ 2 .. :Jut i x 3/1~ = 3/8 and ~ x 3/4 

=3/16 gives some idea concerning the multiplication of 

U10 fractions. Find the product of the nu~erators for a 

neH uuo.erator and the product of the denomina-tor.:i for Q. 

nevl deno~inator. 
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The product of UJO fractions is a fraction. These 

new numbers arc closed und 1 • 1"u_tlP lcatlon. ,2 x j4 == j4 x 12. 
\, 

The comr.mtC'..i.:iv2. 13.\1 IO:C multiplication of fractions is 

present and active. One-half tUlCS 1/3 tiucs 1/6 == 1/36 

\~~ether the product of 1/2 and 1/3 is multiplied by 1/6, 

or 1/2 is nultiplied by "tbc p"-~ocluc"c of 1/3 and 1/6. T 

la'\7 of associa-tivity is also in operation. 

1/2 x (2/3 .:. 3/l.~) == 1./3 + 3/8 == 8/24. + 9/2l ; == 17/24.• 

1/2 x (2/3 ~ 3/4) = 1/2 x (8/12 + 9/12) == 1/2 x 17/12 

== 17/2l.~. 

This is an illustr2.:tion of -the distribut:ive laH 

of ElUl-ciplication ovc~c addition. It uorl\;S :C or :Cl~Clctions. 

'i'hc mul-tiplicative iden"city, one, is pr2scnt in 

this nunbC?r systC?o. As ....72.S ?oint:ed out C?2.rlie"-~, any nUr:lber 

Hhich has the S3.1"TIC? natu"-~al nunbC?r in "the nUElc-:ca-to"-~ as in 

the denominator is c~uivalent to o~e. 7hus 2/2, 4/4, 6/6, 

all are eo.uivalent -[:0 one. l/2 x 2/2 == (1 x 2)/(2 x 2) == 

2/l~. Here both nuracrDt:o"-~ and denoninaJcor are muH:iplied 

by D"O, yet 2/2 == 1, so 1/2 2/4-. 

A neH property a~pcars. One is "che DultiplicaJcive 

; J_,..identiJcy. The product: of a frac"tion and .... l,.o r8ciprocal, 

the fraction invert8d, is lual to one. 3/l:- x l~/3 == 12/12 

== 1 0 The reciproc~l is called the wultiplicativc inverse 

of Jche fracJcioll., since -their prodL:cJc is the nultiplicative 

identity. 
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inverse of mul

equal parts, 

Yet 

or five. 

The idea of division, '\'lhich is the 

tiplication, can be developed intuitively. 
\. 

If a length of rope is divided into five 

each part is one-fif'ch of the rope. 1 ~ 5 = 1/5. 

the sa~e rope, divided by 1/5, equals five pieces 

1/5ths. 1: 1/5 = 5. 11vo pieces of rope divided by 1/5 

would result in 'c'\vice as many fifths as in the case of 

one rope. 2: 1/5 = 2 (1) : 1/5 = 2 (5) = 10 pieces. 3 

:- 1/5 = 3 (5) = 15 pieces. 

On the other hand, 1/2 of a length of rope divided 

so that each length is :/5 of t:he w:l,ole rope results in 

5/2 or 2 1/2 pieces. In each of tll2se instances: 
.. ;. 5 1/5 

, 0 

- .. 1/5 5 

2 : 1/5 

~ ~ 1/5 5/2 

the result could be obtained by inverting the divisor and 

multiplying. The definition of division, 1 : 1/5 =5 if 

and only if 5 x 1/5 = 1 is a check in each of 'che examples. 

The process of division by a fraction is applied 

when the teacher divides the treat of candy bars into fourths 

of candy bars so tl1.a"c she will have four times aG many treats. 

we have looked at the new nm~ber system of fractions 

from the vie'\v point of the s·tudcn"c. The system has not 

been completely developed fr02 the mathematical standpoint. 
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vlefll need another number syster:1 before vle can develop 

tl~ fractions completely. 
\, 

Meanwhile, the mathematician looks at this partial 

development in his Ovffi \Vay. USil~ the undefined and defined 

terms he developed for the na~cural numbers, and the laws 

which were in operation, he builds the fractions. 

He defines a fraction as an ordered pair of natural 

numbers, alb, where b is not equal to a. 

~vo fractions aJb a c/d are equal if and only if 

a x d = b x c. This takes care of equivalent fractions. 

2/3 = L:/6 because 2 x 6 = 3 1-:: L}. 

_ (a x d) -:- (b x c)Addition of UvO fractions alb -:- c/d 
b x d 

(2 x 4) + (3 x 3 _ 8 -I- 9 17
2/3 ... 3/L} 

3x~ - 120 =T2' 

The co~~utative law, concerned with order, and the aSSOCla

tive law, concerned with groupir~, are both effective. 

The identity ele~ent is a/a where a represents any natural 

.umber.
 

Subtraction is again definQd in terms of addition;
 

c _ a
a c - e if and only •.'= c: -r Subtraction is a llluited 
b cr-I" d - b-

operation. The problen alb - c/d does not have a solution 

in the set of fractions if c/d is greater than a/D. 

fl.h.lltiplication of t\'70 fractions alb and c/o. is equal 

to a xc. The produc"c of the nUQ.era"i:ors gives a new 
D x d 
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mllnel~ator, -c:he product of the denomit'l.ators a neH denexninator. 

m'.lere is closure si a x c~b x d) is 0.1£0 a fraction. 
... 

The multiplicative identity, one, is ala ",here a 

i£ any natural number. A new property has appeared in 

multiplication. There is an inverse, such that the product 

of a fraction and its inverse is one. alb x bla = 1. 

In ~ultiplication, the cODLmutative ~nd associative laws 

are in operation, p the distributive. 1ml of mu1tipli

cation over additiouo 
s) _ a _ a x 8~ x (b , b .:n (_-r t)  n x t 

Division is defined as the inverse of multiplication. 

alb : c/d = N if and only if N x c/d = ~/b, 80 alb : c/d = 
aID. d/c. 

The fractions include the natural numbers • If "'Ive 

"'Iv.cite 'che natural ..
,
Ders 2.., 

. 
0, c, .... \-Jith denominators 

of one, all, bll, cll ,·m hD. reated ordered pairs of 

natural nmrrbers, which are fractions o Yet all can be put 

i~~o one-to-one co sDondence "'I'Jith a., b/l \V'ith b, cll 

uith c, ... The fractions can "thus be said to include 

the naturals. 

r
~rQ.."

tI OY\ S rr'o-.c:.tIO.~S 
Cl.. Cl
0.. C\.:<-I 

l
0.. --
~ 
cv 
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Einally, W2 can now ?2rform three operations; ~aa~-

tion, Dultiplication, and division. Subtraction is still 
\, 

a limited operation. 0 ne::~t concern, then, 1;-7ill be to 

explore a nu~ber system in vhLich subtr2ction always has a 

solution se·c .. 

Fraction -- ordered p~ of natural nuobcrs, 5where b ~ a 

Bquali-cy: s== -i- :i.£ and only if ad ::: be 

a ::: cl<. a ajk
b dk.; b== d k 

Inequality: order
 

a ... c -
Addition: -:. 2f ~ ~ .:. ~D' 

... (c+e):::(a-rc)+c
d I '5' a :t 

a/a, additive idc~tity 

Closure 

c _ e aa cff .§:. -:- .£ ::;:; -Subtractio - -
J 

b f f d b 
Limited oDeration 

a 

Hultiplication: a 
D 

.. c 
cr 

-
-

ac 
oa 

a 
15 

.. c _ c
a-(:" 

• a 
b 

a 
'5' 

• (~ . ~) ::: (~ . e 
I

f 

a/a, multo 

Closure 
a • b ::: 1. .. - .
D a 

multo inverse 

identit-· 

Distributive _a -r, b_ == 1 (; -:- b) 
n n 'IT 

a Q C - N ':-Ff.:Division: 15 0 ..... .L.!...l.. 

C .. N ::: a 
U
co a c a .. d0 ~ 

tt tr 15'-:a:- '5' c 
Closure 
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F ODn.TH TAllZ 

~An was quite content for many centuries with the 

two nU'1lber systems which he t".ad developed. He had the 

naturals with which he could anSl-ler the question 'hOlv manyt. 

He could add and multiply the natural numbers. He had 

fractions to use Hhen he \'18.8 concerned i'lith the question 

,'hOI" much t • Frac·tions mari -ivision always possible. 

Since even the nost ~leginative of prophets could not have 

predicted the Uni·ted St2.i:es of _t...meric8. in the "tiventieth 

century, no one foresai'] the idea of deficit spending. The 

idea, lll\:e the proverbial ca.r;lel uhich had gotten its head 

in the tent, has nOH oecone such a par"t of our econo~:'..y 

that i'le subtract more iroQ less Hith t:hc greatest facility. 

The result we expreoSs HiJch a ga'cive m,1.'1lber. 

The history of this neil m.'...r::lbcr system, while older 

.... ~-than contemporary s, does not ~~tend much farther backl.. 

A. Do The Hindus prior 

to that period had begun ·to recognize negative nmubers and 

~d defined some processes using thew. About 700 years 

later, Johann Ui1oan, in a book published in Leipzig, used 

plus and minus signs to indicate excess and deficiency. 

Less tl~n 100 years after that, }1ichael St~el, 8. German, 

than the sixth or 
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published a book dealing \·!ith equations in Vlhich the nega

tive roots were discarded. However, at about the smile 
\. 

~.::ime, 15[;.5, Cardano, ulio taugh-t El.:xthematics and prac~ciced 

medicine in Nilan, took SO','J8 notice. of the negative roots 

of an equa·cion. ven so, it: vJas not un-til the. early seve.n

teenth ccntul~y, af"C<~r the use of directed numDers on axes 

Has developed, 'that eenc:ral recognition was given ·to ncga

tive meabers and ~heiT opyosites, the positives. 

Lil.;;ewise, theil~ introduc'::ion into t:h8 formal study 

of an ..<\merican sJcudent comes uucll l.::rte:i.~ thc,i.1 thaJc of the. 

naturals and the fractlons. 7~t the stu.deiT:: has earlier 

experiences with the idea. He plays games in 1;Jhich i-e is 

poss ible to [;e'i: a score. ': in Jchc hole t. He. l(.nmlS about 

above and below zero tCP.l.peratures; probably, also, about 

above and belm] sea levela He charges the cos·t of items 

at the dmmtmffi s'core uhen he. has no money. He b.orrC':·JS 

from Bother against his next allouance. 

He. may even have tried to subtract a larger nWilber 

from a smaller one and have b told that he couldntt 

do it. In the system of natural nunbe.rs such an operation 

cannot be performed. There is no closure unde~ ~~btraction. 

uigned or directed nunbers, howe~er, provide tbe 

answer to any subtraction. These rr~bers, positive and 

negative. 'O'hole nu.w.bers, together with zero, consJcitute the 

next set with which we are concerned. They arc called the 
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integers and they involve the idea both of size and direc

tion. S:b, 'take-a,,·;ray 'three has been unde-rstandable for a 
"

long time bu"t three minus s:b: nOvl nakes sense. 3 - 6 ;:: -3. 

If m~ have six dollars and spend thr then ....,;re have three 

dollars le£"!::. But if "ve are raodern, \-;re have three dollars 

and spend s:bc dollars" Subtracting 3:U~ frorn three leaves 

us three dollars in the hole. Both. transactions involve 

a difference of -three, called -the absolu'ce value, bu·t the 

signs indicate ·the opposite sJc3:tes of having and oVling. 

In fact, money provides an effective intuitive 

approach to integers and tL prope-rties as a number system. 

If John has no y and OHCS none, then his f inan

cial situation Ray De cribed as zero .. Zero is neither 

positive nor negative. If John has five' dollars, he can 

use +5 to indicate in his bookkeeping that he. is solvent. 

If, ins·tead of having five dollars, he charges five dollars 

at the store, -5 describes his condition. He is considerably 

poorer at -5 than nt ?5, ten dollars poorer, in fact Q 

Nm-·] suppose on th~ ne~~t a11m'lance day, his Dad gives 

him five dollars and tells hie to pay the five dollars he 

owes at the store. He is again eve.n, he neither ~ves nor 

ov;rns. A debt of five dollars and a payment of five dollars 

balances the account. He is in better financial condition 

at zero than at -5, but bet-t:er at +5 than a"c zero o T.::.is 

suggests the orderin~ of signed rrw~bers, that +5 is greater 
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than zero is greater than -5, 'i;rhich, "'::;y the Hay, is greater 

than -10.. Hefs richer if he owes ~ive dollars than if he 
\, 

oues ten dollars other proper"cy of interest is thato 

-5 and +5 = 0 0 For each positive integer, there is a cor

responding negative in and their 8~n is zeTO. 

L2.~c r s rc-i:urn -:::0 ':;ohn nou and his early struggles 

to k2.ep ,1out of ~che red f .. uvpose he still owes five dollars 

at the store, -5, the records Sh~l. If his Dad gives h~li 

seven dollars and. tclls !.1.irn to payoff his obligation and 

l~ep the change, his assets are greater than his liabilities. 

He invoices at +2 .. 

Suppose instead, ~ad gives John only three dollars, 

tells hlli1 to pay it on his five dollar indGbtedness at the 

store and to ask the ~eTchant to wait for the balance. 

..; J_
TI~en John finds how difficult .L. ... is to make ends r:lee~c 0 

He pays the ~chree dollars, had no change, and still 0:;res 

O~--Ft'ivo dollars Dut :LC could bc. \"lOrse SUDDose uhen heQ ":""..i-Q 
~ . 

ovlcd five dollars, he charg," three dollars Qore v -8. ~~ 

has big proble~s nm;r.. Happy indeed, but rarely so, is John 

when his financial state is +5 on alloHance day and he 

recelves five dollars more.. t~ is then +10 and on his 

'Hay to being a hoarne.... 

i':.. quick loole '""'~ ~ch,e addition 'i.<Je. hc.ve jus~c r:e. rf acrae.d0. ... 

shows this. Signs now l'~ve -l:Y10 Eleani.ngs" One sign, the 

on.:. -;;ith ·the Ul.1J.--..1er2.1 is ~che s"ig"Ci of ~che integer; -the ot:"'..er 

is the sign of operation, addition. 
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(-5) + (-:-5) == 0 
( -5 ) -:. ( -:-7) == +2 }1..as more ~ehan he mles 
( -5 ) {. ( -:-3) = -2 0\'188 r::lOre than he has 
(-5) -I- (-3) == m·ms and oues again 
( ....5) .:- (-;-5) == -:-2.- 1£.:.8 -....:l.d l~as again 

In the la~t: t'\""o lnst:a S 1 "'ehe s i~n is the G8f.1e 

all the way across. n -the second and -third instances, 

the sign depends on \·,;hethe.r -the absolute value of \·;rha"'c 

he has 0::' \Jhat he owes is large.1. .. TllC final integer is 

'che difEerencc oE tt1C Slzes .. Ehis operation is called 

adding algebraically 

The opera-cion 0:: 'the CO::1iilU"t<ltive 1m·] is evident. 

If John has five dolla:.:'8 c.."_ pends 10 dollars, his f inan

cial sto:te is -the SGlJ.::tc .... 8 D: charged two dollars, ••d 

then paid it up out of Eive dollars. In eit~er event, 

heTll have three doll2l~s left after the transaction is 

over. 

he associative law also applles. If he has five 

dollars and spends t'\w cloll2.l.~s, he has three dol1a'-..... s left. 

If 1 the nex"'c day he spends -the three dollars, he"s 28 broke 

as if he had five dollars aac. spent "'CHO dollars c..:1.d "'chree 

~011ars all in the Sau plac"", .. 

If he has five doll&rs and adds nothi~ to it, hefs 

....:;. \.Tne'-.~eas:i£ he owes five dollaTs c.-c:d pays not:-.:::.-.::; on 

it, he f s -5. Zero is t:1C add.itive iden-tityo 

Finally, notice that ez,ch -t:i,,8 "ve added bolO integers, 

the result was nn integer, Hhich illustrates -tha"'c the 

integers are closed u r the operation of addition. 
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Subtraction nay again b --sc~ibed as the inverse 

of addition. ,since ,'7e knoH hm'l to add si~ned nu~bers, 
~ 

we can uncover a pc::-l:tern vlh:;'ch will der~LOnstl-ate the operc:..

-tion. ~-Je shall leave -the definit:ion un-til later for the 

mathenatician to make o 

positive five ....2) some nu~b8r such that the 

number added to (-:-2) (+5" ~~e nurlDeT is +3, because 

I.. -,'::J • '':.'-'-li12,r1y, (+5)-C-2) = +7(+3) added to (+2) = /.-)
because ( +7 ) -:- ( -2) = -:...5. "ega'i:ive five - (+2) = (-7) 

because (-7) added to (+2) = (-5) Finally (-5)-(-2) = 
(-3) because (-3) + (-2) = (-~ 

Subtraction of integE:~s can further be illustrated 

by making thermometer readings on several days throughout 

the year. 

Ass~e the temperature is read at ten otclock in 

the morning and it is ty deg~ees above zero, represented 

by +20. At noon, a second re2,ding is r~ade and i'l: he:.:; \J'an~led 

up to fifty degrees, +50. ~nlat is the difference betHeen 

Jche reading at mic-::lOrning and thc:t nade at r.oon. 7he 

temperature has risen thirty degrees, so the difference 

beDleen +50 and +20 is +30. On a~cthey day, the reading 

at -cen in 'the morning is ten degre.es be"lmo,] zero, -10. At::. 

noon it has risen t:o nlCnty degrees above, +20. \-!hat is 

t~~ dif~erence between +200 and - 100? Again thirty degrees, 
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and since the temperature was rising, + to show direction. 

The difference is +30. 
" 

Now, suppose at ten o'clock it is ten degrees above 

zero, but by noon it is t~venty degrees belmv. The difference 

between -20 and +10 is -30, because the temperature was 

dropping. Here 'Vle are Shovling the opposite direction from 

the rising in the first t1;vO examples. 

Finally, one cold morning at ten in the morning the 

thermometer showed ten degrees below zero, -10. Two hours 

later, the 1;veather was worse and a quick reading showed 

~lenty degrees below, -20. The difference between -20 and 

-10 is-10, negative because the temperature had fallen. 

A second look at the last two examples will indicate 

a trend. 

+5 +5 ( -5) -5 
+2 -( -2) -( +2) -( -2) 
+3 +7 -7 -3 

+500 +200 _20 0 _20 0 

_(+20 0 ) _(_100 ) _(+10 0 ) _(_100 ) 

+30 0 +300 _300 _10 0 

To find the difference between two integers, change 

the sign of the subtrahend (number being subtracted) and 

add algebraically. 

Subtraction deserves a second look because we have 

finally arrived at a number system in which we have closure 

under subtraction. The difference bet~veen bvo numbers is 
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no longer lin1ited. He can now take six away from three 

as easily as we can take three away from six. 

The multiplication of the integers may be developed 

concretely, though it gets a little involved. 

Using the idea of multiplication as repeated addition 

doesn't mal~ the beginning too difficult. If we notice 

that for all practical purposes there is no difference 

between the natural numbers and the positive integers, and 

remember that 3 x 5 =5 + 5 + 5 =15, it isn't too diffi 

cult to accept the interpretation that (+3) x (+5) can 

be interpreted as (+5) + (+5) + (+5) =+15. (+3) x (-5) 

can then be explained as (-5) + (-5) + (-5) = -15. Then, 

if the corrunutative law for multiplication is to be val id, 

(-5) x (+3) can be rewritten as (+3)(-5) = (-5) + (-5) + 

(-5) = -15. Then the interpretation gets confusing. The 

product of two positive integers is a positive integer; 

the product of a positive and a negative, or of a negative 

and a positive, is a negative integer. The joloor is a 

negative times a negative. 

Let's pretend again. We are standing at a railroad 

station watching -the train. It is noon, and the track 

extends east and west. If we represent ~irection east 

by posi tive, then dire.ction west 'tV'e'll represent by nega':' 

tive. Three hours later (3 l? N.) 'tV'e'll call +3; three 

hours earlier (9 A. M.) we'll call -3. The rate of the 

train is fifty miles per hour. 
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If the train is going due easot, three hours later 

it will be 150 miles east of the station. (+50) x (+3) = , 
+150. If the train is going east, three hours earlier 

(9 A.M.) it was 150 miles west of the station. (+50) x 

(-3) = -150. 

If, instead the train is going west, then three hours 

later it tvill be 150 miles tves·t, -150. (-50) x (+3) = (-150). 

Three hours earlier, it was 150 miles east of the station. 

(-50) x (-3) = +150. 

The rule emerges as this: }lultiplying two integers 

with liJ~ signs gives a positive integer for the product. 

I~ltiplying together two integers with opposite signs gives 

a negative. 

Both the commutative and associative laws apply. 

(+50) x (-3) = (-3) x (+50) as we saw with the trains. 

(+3) x (-4) x (-5) tvill result in +60, whether'iJe :find 

first the product of (+3) and (-4), which is (-12), and 

multiply that by (-5); or ·whether we multiply (+3) ti..i."c.es 

the product of (-4) and (-5). (+3) times (+20) is also 

(+60). 

The distributive law of multiplication over addition 
. 

lS in operation with the integers. (-3) times the GUm of 

(-2) and (+5) is equal to the sum of the two products (+6) 

and (-15). Either order results in (-9). 
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There is also a multiplicative identity (+1) since 

any integer multiplied by (+1) retains its identity. The 
~ 

signed nunlbers are closed under multiplication; that is, 

the product of two integers is an integer~ 

Since division is the inverse of multiplication, the 

same law of signs Hill hold as for multiplication. Hmvever, 

until we redefine the fractions in terms of integers, which 

we shall presently do, we cannot cla~ that the integers 

are closed under division. Unlike signs in division result 

in a negative quotient. (-3) ~ (+5) = (-3/5), which is 

not one of the fracti ons with Hhich we are familiar. Of 

course, division by zero continues to remain impossible. 

The mathematician sees the integers without cll the 

trimmings. He gets them into the organization by defining 

them in ter~ms of ordered pairs of natural nu~bers. Since 

they gre\V' out of the need to fin.d a number systCr:l vJhich 

made subtraction always possible, they are the elewents 

of the set which provide the solu·tion for all problems 

of the type (a-b). The mathematician uses a sophisticated 

way of '\vriting the ordered pair. vle shall hom:~ver, cling 

to the more meaningful \V'ay (a-b) knm'Jing that it is not , 

the same as (b-a) , and that a and bare' any natural nULlbers. 

~n~en a is greater than b, (a-b) is a positive integer. 

v1hen a is less than b, (a-b) represents a negative integer. 

~n~n a is equal to b, (a-b) represents zero. 
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For example, i£ a is six and b is 1:\";0, (a-b) = 6 - 2 

= 4, a positive integer o On the other hand, if a is three, 
and b is seven, then (a-b) = 3 - 7 = -4, a negative integer. 

If a =b = 2, then (a-b) = (2 - 2) = O. 

Two integers of the form (a-b) and (c-d) are defined 

to be equal if a + d = b + c. To illustrate: (2-5) is 

equal to -3, while (3-6) is equal to -3, also. The defi

nition says that (2-5) is equal to (3-6) if (2 + 6) = (5 + 3). 

Equivalence classes emerge with this definition of 

equality. (3 + 2), (4 + 1), (1 + 4), (6 - 1), and 5 are 

all menbers of the same equivalence class in the naturnL 

numbers. 1/2, 2/4, 3/6, 4/8, etc. are elements of an equi

valence class in the fractions. (5-0), (8-3), (6-1), (7-2), 

(68-63), etc. are the s~ue type of group in the integers, 

while (0-5),(3-8), (1-6), (27-32), etc. are also equal by 

the definition of equality. (1-6) = (27-32) if (1 + 32) = 
(6 + 27). 

Addition of 1:\";0 integers vlritten in the form of 

ordered pairs (a-b) and (c-d) is defined as (a + c) - (b + d). 

T'dO illustrations 'trill make the def inition e learer. The 

addition of (5-2) and (6-4) is equal to (5+6) - (2+4) or 

11-6 =5. (5-2) =3; (6-4) = 2; 2 + 3 =5. Also, (2-5) 

added to (3-6) according to the definition of addition is 

equal to (2 + 3) - (5 + 6) = (5) - (11) =-6. Going back 
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to the original problem. (2-5) equals (-3) while (3-6) 

= -3. (-3) added to (-3) is equal to (-6). 

lfultiplication is defined also 
~ 

in teTIuS of the 

ordered pairs. The number (a-b) tlines (c-d) = (ac + bd) 

- (bc + ad). This looks involved but it isntt so bad when 

you see how it is applied. (3-6) times (5-2) by the pro

cess which we worked out intuitively earlier says (-3) 

ttrnes (+3) = -9. The definition says (15 + 12) - (30 + 6) 

= (27 - 36) = -9. 

The additive identity is (a-a); that's e~ual to zero, 

you remember. 

An inportant property of the integers is that for 

every positive integer there exists also a ne~ative integer 

so that their sum equals to zero. (+a) + (-a) = O. 

The multiplicative idenotity if (1-0), or any eleoent 

of the equivalence class a-(a-l). Exmuples are (5-4), 

(6-5),(27-26), etc. 

The associative and commutative laHs for both addition 

and multiplication are valid. These \'lere illustr8.ted earlier 

under the description of the J~70 operations. Of particular 

interest in the l.ntegers is the distributive law. To make 

it valid under inte~ers it was necessary to define the law 

of signs in the multiplication of DvO negative numbers as 

we determined them to be. 
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The destributive law says scr~e number 'a' t~~es 

-the sum of tuo numbers 'b' and lr.' is eoual to the product, . 
of I a:1 and fbI plus the product of t a' and IC'. He saw 

how it worl~d in the naJcurals and the positive fractions. 

A specific instance will illustrate. We know already that 

(+5) + (-5) = O. (-2) times the sum of (+5) and (-5) then 

must equal zero because (-2) tllues zero is equal to zero. 

That is, (-2) x ~+5) - (-5~ = o. Using the distributive 

law, l(-2) x (+5~ + ~-2) x (-5~ is equal to (-10) + ~-2) x 

(-5)J ~ But we've already established the answer by the. 

other method~ The only Hay (-10) + ~-2) x (-5i\ can be 

equal to zero is for the product of ~-2) and (-5~ to be 

positive 10. (-10) + (+10) = O. For that reason, mathe

maticians defined the product of two negative integers to 

be a positive integer. 

We can set up a one-to-one corcespondence between 

the positive integers and the naturals ••• 

The integers can then be said to include the nal..urals so 

the illustration can be condensed. In short, the natural 

numbers are a subset of the integers. 
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" 
e,\t:.~S 

If we go back to the fractions which we defined as 

the ordered pair of two natural nUQDers and re-define them 

as the ordered pair of bvo integers, then ,lith the law of 

~igns for division for signed nw~bers, we can include nega

tive fractions as well as positive fractions. This cOQplete 

system is called the rational number system, 'lhere a rational 

number is defined as an ordered pair of two integers, alb 

with b not equal to zero. 

Now the diagram can be extended farthero If the 

integers are writt:en as -3/1 .•• , -2/1, -1/-1, -1/-1 ..• 

-5/-1 ••• we can show that a one-to-one correspondence can 

be set up between the integers and some of the rationals. 

"("l'\\<.,\ <''-s 

'I + l;;rl 

" . .. _. Rll.1. 'Cl't\~\S 

-I 

~ - _7
I j 
-t2:. 

I z. 
+... "5

The integers can be included in the rationals, since they 

are a subset of the rational number system. 



\ue. 

l~t~~\ 

With the development of positive and negative frac

tions, we have a set of numbers in which addition, multipli

cation, and their inverse operations, sUbtraction and divi

sion (e:::cepting by zero) are always possible. The five 

basic laws, commutative for addition and for multiplication, 

associative for addition and multiplication and the dis

tributive law of multiplication over addition are all valid 

and lead to no contradictions. 

Man has come a long way since the lone sheep, one 

finger I days. 

c..rs 



CHAPI'SR VI " 

FIFTH TALK 

These talks have been concerned with showing hO't'1 

a mathematical structure is achieved. 

We started with sane undefined terms: set, one-to

one correspondence, elements of a set. With these as raw 

materials, we created some building blocks, the natural 

numbers. Methods of combining the blocks were evolved. 

These methods were addition and multiplication. Basic 

specifications were made and met. They were called the 

commutative, associative, and distributive laws. \~e built 

the foundation. 

A problem arose calling for different building blocks. 

The natural numbers \Vere the raw' materials frora \vhich vle 

created the new blocks required. The architects called 

these the integers. They \Vere s lightly different in appear

ance and form. The methods for combining them required 

slight modifications. Fundamentally the methods were the 

same, addition and multiplication. The.new materials met 

the basic specifications. The construction continued. 

The next phase brought a demand for different building 

materials. That demand was supplied by using the integers 

as raw material. The ne\V blocks \'lere called the rationals. 
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They had a more highly glazed appearance. Their use called 

for another minor change in methods of combination. The 
~ 

basic specifications remained the same. 

No more needs were anticipated. The structure should 

now be complete. 

Actually, what morc would seem to be needed in the 

realm of number? The mathenatician had an enlarged system 

called the rationals, defined as the ratio bet"Yleen t,olO 

integers, a/b, where b is not equal to zero. vlith the 

set of rationals, he could add, multiply, SUbtract, and 

divide. The results of these operations were also in the 

set. Furthcliffiore, these nmJbers obeyed the Iffivs of c~u-

tativity, associativity, and distributivity. vn1at more 

could the mathematician want? 

He could illustl~G.te the rat ional number system by 

the use of a number line. 

<. - + ) 
-~ ,.l. .2- ~-\. 

-~..... -~ ,:J

L r I ! , I I , I III I
-I -T. o .~ -'l • T3 

-~ -.l. 
.,.~ 

The mid point he labelled zero. Noving to the right he 

called moving in the positive direction. Moving to the 

left, 'vhich was opposite, he labelled by the negative 

symbol o He divided the line from zero jn each direction 

into units. At the end of each unit, he located the in

tegers, +1,+2,+3, ••• and -1,-2,-3, ••• Each integer was 

a representative of an equivalence class. He then divided 
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th8 units into smaller parts. Th8se points of division 

located the rational numbers, +1/2, +3/2, _1/2, -5/8, etc. 
, 

The +1/2, +3/2, etc. were also repr8sentatives of equi

valence classes. 

We have already shmvn hO\-l the rationals can be set 

into one-to-one correspondence with the integers, and how 

th8 integ8rs could be put in the SWTIC relation to the natural 

nuubers. The rationals, thcn, as has already been pointed 

out, include the oth8r DvO numb8r systems. 

Every rational m.ll-nlJer, it uas found, could be repre

sented by a point on th8 number line. 

Th.8n, a n8\v crisis arose. r-t \Vas discov8red that 

while every rational numb8r could be represented by a point 

on the line, thel~e 'V1ere points on the line uhich could 

not be associated with a rational number. 

The story of 'chis ne\V crisis begins \lith the zgyp

tic:.ns. They discovered tha-t if they needed to constr'tlct 

a right triangle, "'vhich they frequently did sinc8 th8y 

built the ~Jramids, they could do so by using a 18ngth 

of rope. They placed t\VO knots in the rope so that the 

knots divided the length into three, four and five units. 

One man held 'che tHO ends and JC\vo other- men held tl1e kno-ts, 

at the s~-ne t~e pulling the. rope taut. The figure. created 

"'vas a triangle \'lith a man at each corn8r. The man standing 

at the corner between the three and four unit lengths was 

standing at the righ-t angle. 
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The li.:gyptians discovered the me.thod but the Greel~s 

proved it. They stated it in a theorem. The credit for 

the proof ~vas given to Pythagoras. The Pythagorean theorem 

says tbat if a triangle has a right angle, then a square 

on the side opposite the right angle is equal (in area) 

to the SUQ of the areas of the squares on the other tuo 

.sides. A square on a side means a square using the side 

of the triangle as a side of the square. 

The area of a square is found in the srume way as 

the area of any rectangle, the length tlines the width. 

In the case of the equaTe, the length is equal to the width. 

The area of a square then ic a side s t~~e.s a side s or s 

tinles s. The convc nicnt notE'.t ion. is s ~-Jith a snClll two 

uritten slightly above and to the right of i-c, s2 

The statement of the Pythagorean "l::heorem Has later 

changed to algebraic form. The square of the hypotenuse 

(the siele opposite the right angle) is equal to the su.-n 

of the squares of the other t~"O sides. He recognize it 

as a fo~~ula c 2 =a 2 + b 2 , Hhere C represents the length 

of the hypotenuce, a and b the lengths of theother °c-.;vo 

sides. 

Wi-eh the theorem, the Greeks kne~J that ""7ha"c the 

2 2
Egyptians had been doing ""JaS right. For 52 = 3 + 4 • 

52 =5 x 5 = 25; 3 2 =3 x 3 = 9; 4 2 =4 x 4 =16. ~yenty-

five did indeed equal nine plus s~~teen. 
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The trouble arose llith. a square. Let the length 

of the sides of the square be one unit. Dravl in a diagonal 

which is a line joining t"t'lO non-cons~cutive corners. Then 

the square is divided into bvo triangles. They are right 

triangles, because all the angles of a square are right 

angles. The diagonal is tbe hypotenuse of 'em righ.t tri

angle. Finding the length of the diagonal should be easy. 

If its leagth. is re~resentcd by d, then according to the 

"the orem, d 2 = 1 2 + 1 2 ; 1 2 = l::d = 1. Sod2 = 2. If d 2 = 2, 

what did d equal? 

It could have been an easy question. If d 2 ;; 4, 

then d would equal one of the bJO equal factors of 4. 

ulncen • d 2 -- 22 , d -.- 2 If d 2 -,9 ~-h~ en -- ~ ,so d -- 3 0d 2 ~ 2 

If d 2 =25/49, then d = 5/7. 

Finding ~vlO equal rational nunbers the product of 

"tvhich "tvas bolO "tJas not so simple:. In fact, the tHO equal 

rational nuro.bers couldn It be found. Some s:"7f:'.bolism Has 

devised, written -f2, and read ~che square root of "t"t'lO. It 

represented one of the "wIO equal factors of two. But what 

Has it? 

Here vlaS a prooler;], ""hich couldnTt be solved ~y addi

tion, subtraction, mul-i::iplication or division. 

Yet the square l~oot of D'1O vlaS measurable. It could 

be located as a point on the number line. 

-
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If one constructed a square using one unit on the 

nu-nber line as a side 0::: the square,,, putting one cOj.~ner 

at zero and one a'c positi.ve one. and dre't-J in a diagonal 

from zero to the. opposite corner; the length of that dia

gonal could be laid off on the number line. 'i'he end fell 

someplace be.t'tveen +1 and +2, a li'ctle bit short of +3/2. 

-t% 
-, o -tl ~'J,. .. l 

It "las finally reco2,Llized 'chat: the -(2 uas not a 

rational n~ber. A very neat proof was completed, based 

on the assumpJcion that the -f2 Has equal to the ratio of 

t'\-JO integers, 'tvhich mean'c it 'was r2.tion.:ll. The proof led 

to a contradiction. Therefore, the square root waD not 

rational. 

Great was the consternation in oatacsatic81 circles. 

The news vTaS so eti1barj.~asing that it had 'cop secre.t priority 

rating. Gradually, hmvever, the story le.~ked out to the 

general public. Legend has it that the one H~10 told lost 

his life. 

Be that as it may, one fact is certain. As a result 

of the discovery that the -r2 vlaS not rational, nev1 numbers 
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must be acknmvledged. These nm-l numbers 'tvere the non-

rationals, called the irrationals. 
~ 

The simplest approach to understanding ircational 

numbers is to go back and look at the rationals expressed 

as dec~al fractions. 

A decimal fraction is one whose denominator is 

limited to a multiple of ten. ThUS, the common fraction, 

2/5, becomes a dec1r:1al uhen iJc is expressed as 4/10. A 

more convenient notation makes use of position. Then 4/10 

is expressed as .4 (read point 4 or 4 tenths), 5/100 as 

.05 (read point zero five or 5 hundredths), 6/1000 as .006, 

and so on. 

Converting a rational fraction to a dec~al was 

probably first accoopliGhed by thinking, 11'1'\'10 over five 

is equal to 'tvhat over ten. 1l (2/5::: 4/10). l1ere it \-laS 

necessary to detenlline by what five \Vas multiplied in order 

to get ten, then multiplying the DvO by the same amount. 

Welve met this idea before and called it an equivalence 

class. 

A quicker method evolved. Since t'tvo over five in

dicated division, divide UvO by five, add a deCll:1al point 

following the two with tQC nccessa~JT zeros, and divide 

until there is no remainder. 

This method worked as long as the denominator of 

the comrilon fraction vlaS a multiple of two or five. Fractions 
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lil~ ~, i, 2/5, 8/25, etc., could all be v~itten as decimal 

iractions because the division finally 'came out even'. , 
7he decimals were called terminating or finite. They ended. 

One half = .5 = .50 = .500 = .5000. No matter how much 

farther the division was carried out, the quotient included 

only more zeros. 

Rational numbers lil~ 1/3 or 2/7 or 3/11 were dif

ferent. One third = .333... The three dots are the mathe

matician's vlaY of saying Hand so on without bounds. It T'\'l0 

sevenths = .2857142857142857142••• Three elevenths = 
.27272727 ••• These rationals, and indeed, all rationals 

whose denominators were not multiples oi 'CWo or five would 

never terminate. ~hey were called ii~inite ~ecimals. 

However, in addition to being non-ten~inating, they 

did share an interesting second ~eature. It was found 

that every rational \vhich did not tellilinate vlhen it '\Vas 

converted to a decimal repeated after some pattern. Further

more, every repeating decimal could be converted to a 

rational number. 

I'e vlas found, also, that nambers like -f2 '\vcre in

finite decimals but they did not repeat. The dec~llal form 

of -{2 begins as if it m:~re going to follo'\·J a pat'i:ern. 

We are accustomed to using the approx:u:llate value 1.41L:. 

for-f2. But the decimal does not terminate and if ca-~:;..~ied 

a bit further, is seen to be non-repeating. Its value 
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is 1.L~14213... pi is another non-repe.aJcing decimal. Ordi

narily we use the approximation 3.14 or 3.1416, rounded 
, 

off to four decimal places. Not rounded off, it is 3.14159••• 

William Shanl~, an Englishman spent fifteen years 

of his life working with the decimal which approximates~ • 

He carried it out to 707 places. It was found later that 

he had made an error in the 528th place. Since then, com

puters have car-.cied the decisml much farther. Pi, then, 

is an irrational nunilier. Its declinal is non-repeating and 

infinite. So, also, are 13, --rs: f'6; 17, (8, -iTO, ••• 

With the recognition and acceptance of the irrationals, 

a ne't'l number sysJcem Has created. It \Vas called the real 

n~wber system. It consisted of all the terminating and 

infinite dec~~als. The rational nu~bers, which are ter

minating and infinite decimals repeating in a pattern com

prise a subset of the set of real numbers. 

The creation of the real number system made it 

possible to finish tbe number line. Every real number 

could be associated with a point on the line, and what 

is more, every point on the line could be associated with 

a real number. 

You may well ask, "Nm'l, have all" man t s nu.'llbe1.~ ne.eds 

been met?ll 

There are other number systems. The one lljust around 

the corner lt is fully developed and provides a solution 
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2set for an equation of the type x y x + 1 ; O. Third 

year high school mathematics students are thoroughly intro
, 

duced to that set of numbers, called complex numbers. 

There are others, not studied in high school, but fully 

developed. 

However, we shall end our study of mathematical 

structure \'lith the real numbers. 

Remember that each number system 'Has created by 

man to furnish a solution set for some problem bothering 

him. The set of natural numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, ••• , enabled 

h~ to count, add and ~~ltiply. The set of integers, the 

signed or directed whole numbers and zero, made subtraction 

alwC1Ys possible. The set of rationals \vhich are the posi

tive and negative fractions, made division always possible. 

The reals, which are the ter::r.inat ing and infinite decimals, 

2provided a solution set for problems of the type x = a. 

No one can foretell what the future needs of man 

rLlay be. Yet, in ViG.\'l of the splendid achievements Hhich 

have resulted from his efforts to supply necessities in 

the past, it seems safe to make one prophecy. Wnatever 

crises may arise \vhich call for new systems to provide 

solution sets, mants intelligence will create the numbers 

which will supply the answers. 
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